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ABSTRACT

The increasing use of sophisticated' computer technology in
planning raises new problems and also creates new potentials for
creative citizen participation in public planning.

The current inter

action between computerized planning, and citizen participation is
described in terms of three prerequisite conditions for effective
participation: physical access to information, and to the planning
process, intellectual access or understanding and opportunities for
creative participation.
participation advocates.

This tends to be a gloomy picture for citizen
There are, however, several alternatives which

could change the picture dramatically.

These alternatives,.or fixes,

are discussed in four categories: technological, legal, educational and
organizational.

The actual outcome will depend on recognition of the

issues and on the result of the meeting of the interests of three
groups: citizen participants, decision makers and technologists.
If computerization of planning continues without recognition of the
issues, the result is likely to be very limited participation.

If the

relationship between computerization of planning and creative partici
pation is recognized and if a commitment is made to the goal of
creative participation, computerization of planning could be used to
enhance the chances of reaching that goal. ■

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

While the current interface between computers and citizen par
ticipation in public planning is uneasy and straight line projections
from the present would paint a dismal picture, the introduction of
computers into planning can and must be planned in order to move us
toward more creative citizen participation.

Planning literature has

reflected an increasing interest in the new computer and model building
technology.

Computers and models have been lauded for their possible

contributions to substantive knowledge, to analysis of data, to under
standing systems relationships.

They have been criticized as unable to

meet the claims of the optimistsj problems of management of the tech
nology have been discussed; and there has been some discussion of the
kinds of personnel problems which may be spin-offs of the introduction
of computers into planning departments.

In this abundant literature,

however, there is very little recognition of the relationship between
the computerization of planning and citizen participation in planning.
It appears that the planner-technologist has not been interested in
citizen participation and that the planner-citizen participation
specialist has not been interested in computer technology.
In other literature.the relationship has often been suggested
though most often within the framework of discussions of computers as
they relate to the obvious and popular factors of privacy, unemployment
or intraoffice management.

A few authors have dealt somewhat more

closely with parts of the relationship though these discussions have
been in rather broad terms.

In the search for common ground and a

working theory the authors have approached the subject from varying
viewpoints and come to diverse conclusions.
Several considerations of the problem end on rather pessimistic
notes.

Martin and Norman (1970, pp. 3.95, 450). conclude that in a com

puterized society "power will reside more firmly with Galbraith's
"'techno-structure1" and that "The most disturbing of all the problems
discussed in Section II of this book is the wide variation in people's
proficiency with technology. "

In their treatment of the question,

Crecine and Brunner (1972, p. 152) find that
The interaction between the increasing capacity and reduced
costs of the machine components in the communication system
and the limitations and fixed capacities of the human com
ponents as information processors suggests that complex
societies such as the United States will become more dif
ficult to govern democratically, with a minimum of coercion.
Michael's rather pessimistic views are probably better known to planners
than the views of some of the others.

In 1962 he stated "There may

not be any easy way to insure that decisions based on computers
could not become a threat to democratic government" (Michael,1973,
p. 57).

Lowi (1972, p. 134) has a rather mixed view.

He states that

. . as a result of information technology man's power over his
environment will increase greatly and his susceptibility to manipulation
will rise proportionately."
Sheridan (1971, p. 48) has a much more optimistic outlook.

He

thinks "that new technology can plan a major role in bringing the citi
zenry together, individually or in small groups, communicating and
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participating in decisions, not only to help the decision makers
but also for the purpose of educating themselves and each other. "
Perhaps the most optimistic, and most completely developed, discussion
is that of Sackman.

He writes

If we design the computer utility to gather and distribute
public information on an equitable basis to all, and if we
integrate this utility with new, experimentally evolved demo
cratic procedures that will enable the public to use this
information wisely, then, to that extent, democracy stands
to be the beneficiary of the new concentration of information
power (Sackman, 1968, p. 232).
A somewhat different approach to the problem is that of Anthony
Downs (1967, pp. 207-209).

He formulates seven power shifts he

hypothesizes to be caused by the introduction of automated data systems
in government.

The shifts favor increases in the power of high level

staff, of bureaucracies generally and of those with access to and under
standing of technological systems.

The lower level staff, general

electorate and those lacking sophistication and organization will lose
power.

In a rare empirical investigation, Westin (1972, pp. 6$-66)

found that there has not yet been any take-over of decision making by
machines and technologists though he does not preclude this for the
future.

At the same time he did conclude that "computers have been a

factor in consolidating rather than redistributing governmental power"
and there is no sign of "power sharing uses. "
This thesis deals somewhat more specifically with the interface
between computerization of planning and citizen participation. • The
discussion remains theoretical because there are not yet enough examples
of this interface to provide much empirical evidence; it does move
several steps closer to practicality by suggesting specific kinds of
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problems likely to arise at the interface and several hypotheses which
will need testing.
Any exploration such as this is bound to be based in particular
interests, biases and assumptions of the author.
arise at all is a function of these factors.

That, the questions

The first basic assump

tion of this discussion is that computers and complex models are in
planning to stay and that they can make substantial contributions to
planning.

The introduction of the computer into planning creates some

entirely new problems, but equally important, raises some old problems
with new urgency.

For example, the use of statistical studies in

planning made participation for those unfamiliar with statistics more
difficult; the increasingly complex character of planning has probably
led to these stresses all along.

Computer aided planning is sometimes

an extension of these trends, a difference in degree if not in kind.
There are also differences in kinds of problems to be faced.
The availability of computers not only allows treatment of more ques-:
tions but also treatment of questions that might not have been asked
at all without computer capability.

This may result in entirely new

views of issues and perhaps in new issues altogether.

The introduction

of computers also raises new questions in terms of legal access to
planning processes.
The use of computers in planning may be conceived as falling
along a continuum of difficulty or sophistication, ranging from simple
bookkeeping kinds of chores to highly sophisticated models.

Along

the way are found the use of the computer for data summary statements,
production of maps, low level statistical studies (i.e., correlations),

predictions and projections of various kinds, impact studies, and
models which provide choices, evaluations and optimizations.

To some

extent, and particularly at the ends of the continuum, the degree of
sophistication of computer use will change the character of the inter
face.

Where the contrasts seem especially relevant and raise questions

different in kind rather than in degree alone, they are noted in
the discussion.
There is a comparable continuum of scale which exists in both
computer aided and traditional planning.

The range is from a site plan

to plans of regional, national or global scale.

The computer techniques

and models probably become increasingly complex as the scale increases
(there are more data, more relationships and more resources to produce
the plan), and the difficulty of participation may, in some cases,
increase with scale.

Because it would be tedious for both author

and reader, this distinction will not often be explicitly drawn in the
pages that follow.

It is nonetheless a factor which will need to be

investigated in empirical studies.
With regard to this computerization, it is further assumed that
the introduction of computers can be planned, the impacts, side effects
or spin-offs can be estimated, planned for and ameliorated in cases
where this appears necessary.
as we want it to be used.

Technology can,- in other words, be used

The impact of computerization on citizen

participation is the central concern here though other possible impacts
may be equally important.
The second major assumption is that citizen participation.is
a desirable, goal.

Two kinds of citizen participation are discussed

in the course of this exploration: minimal and creative.

Minimal

participation is the kind of participation most common today: beyond
voting for candidates for public office, organized lobbying and letter
writing, citizens1 opportunities are limited to the kind of sterile
public hearing where individuals are given a few minutes at a microphone
before a well isolated commission.

This is the kind of participation

in which citizens may comment prior to the drawing of a plan or may
simply accept or reject a plan that has been drawn.

Creative partici

pation, on the other hand, involves citizens in planning throughout
the process.

It assumes an open government, planners who recognize

that citizens do have a great deal to contribute, a much greater degree
of shared power than exists today.

It includes citizen workshops at

many levels, citizen direction of parts of planners’ work, as much
self-planning as possible.

At the same time, creative participation

does not mean town hall government at all levels— representative
government is recognized as basic but in need of some reform.

This

creative participation should, in the author's view, be maximized.
This is neither a complete discussion of computerization of
planning nor of citizen participation.

It is rather a look at the

interface between.the two (Chapter II) and at.possible fixes which
might smooth the interface (Chapter III).

In Chapter IV the interests

of the actors in the planning process are examined in an attempt to
discern where interests may converge on certain fixes.

The final

chapter suggests that an attitudinal fix is required if we are to
avoid the potential threats that computerization of planning presents
to citizen participation.

CHAPTER II

INTERFACE TODAY

The introduction of computer technology into public planning
processes has generally taken place without explicit consideration
of the possible impacts on citizen participation.

The result is an

uneasy interface between these two elements within the planning process.
Some problems have already legun to surface; others may erupt at any
time.

This chapter delineates three general problem areas which

parallel three prerequisite conditions for citizbn participation in the
planning process.

In the first place, citizens must have physical

access to computer aided planning.

Secondly, citizens must have

intellectual access or the ability to understand that which is physi
cally accessible.

And finally there must be opportunities for creative

participation in the computer aided planning process.

Physical Access
Without physical access to the information and data of the
planning process, citizens are simply unable to participate in any
meaningful manner.

Plans are presented as fait accompli:

accept or reject them.

citizens

When computers enter the planning process, old

questions of access take on new urgency and some new questions arise.
The extent of physical accessibility of computer aided planning is
related to l) specific aspects of public information law; 2) certain
administrative practices and procedures; and 3) the availability of
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software.

(Clearly the accessibility of computer aided planning is

also related to the over all accessibility of the planning process.
While there is much reform needed to -open the planning process
generally, the concern of this discussion is only with problems
specifically related to the computerization of public planning.)

Public Information Law
At the federal level, government agencies are subject to what
is generally.known as the Freedom of Information Act (U.S. Public Law
89-4-87, 1966).

This act requires agencies to publish descriptions of

how information may be obtained and to make all final opinions and
orders available for public inspection and copying.

In addition, "every

agency shall, upon request for identifiable records made in accordance
with published rules stating the time, place, fees to the .extent
authorized by statute and procedure to be followed, make such records
promptly available to any person" (3(c)).

The act provides for nine

exceptions to this disclosure rule (3(e)) including trade secrets
obtained as privileged or confidential material and personnel and other
private information.

If an agency refuses access and is taken to

court, the agency has the burden of sustaining its action (3(c)).
One of the many criticisms of the law is that it does not
consider advanced information technology or even recognize its exis
tence.

The word "record" is not defined at all but

It was typical in the 1950s and 1960s to think of a record
as being physically embodied in a piece of paper even though
there were even then many other methods of maintaining
records, especially microfilm and microfiche. More advanced
concepts of information storage and retrieval did not appear

to be in the minds of those who were thinking about and
workingron'.the Act (Honeywell Computer Journal, 1973, p. 34)• '
Miller points out that words like Vfile" and "letter" create confusion
when the medium is cards, tapes, information bits or data cells
(Miller, 1971, p. 158).

The law is simply silent on various adminis

trative issues (see below, "Administrative Practices") on which it
might usefully have provided guidance.
States and local governments may adopt their own standards
regarding public records and/or public information.
among state laws makes generalizations impossible.

The wide variation
Arizona has a stat

ute dealing with public records but no public information or freedom
of information entries. ' The Arizona Revised Statutes define the kind
of paper required for permanent public records (A. R S. 39-101, 1956) and
states that "public records and other matters" shall be available for
inspection by any person during office hours (A. R.S. 39-121, 1956).
Searches for and copies of public records to be used in claims against
the United States are free (A. R. S. 39-122, 1956).

An attorney general's

opinion (No. 70-1, 1969) has further defined the meaning of this statute.
According to that opinion "A public record is a record made by a public
officer in pursuance of a duty with the immediate purpose to disseminate
information to the public to serve as a memorial of official trans
actions for public reference."

Information not collected for dissem

ination or as a memorial of official transactions may be kept private. .
"Other matters" available for inspection are not defined; the definition
will depend "in each instance upon the facts of the particular case."
While records of actual expenditures of public monies are public
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information and must be disclosed "Information as to discussions
prior to actual expenditures may not fall within the category defi
nition of !public records' and 1other matters' as stated in A. R. S.
39-121" according to the attorney general.

The opinion states that

documents possessed by a budget analyst are subject to the same test as
other official matters as to their public nature.
Once again there is no recognition of advanced information
technology.

Public records are equated with pieces of paper; infor

mation collected with the immediate purpose of use in a computer
assisted plan would not appear to fall into a strict interpretation of
the attorney general's definition of public information.

Thus back

ground documents and working papers, initial raw data, alternative
computer runs and alternative plans considered only by a planning agency
could be held secret.

Administrative Practices
As citizens confront computer aided planning processes, the
administration of the public computer system will do much to either
ease or aggravate the confrontation.

As a part of one of the rare

empirical investigations of public access to information, a
Northwestern Law Review project considered access to government held
computerized information.

The project found no active concern with

increasing the public's access to information (Northwestern Law
Review. 1973, p. 4-4-7).

In deciding what information shall be subject

to ready retrieval and what shall be more difficult to retrieve, as
well as ih deciding in what form raw data may be transformed for
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more•efficient computer storage, the user department and computer
facility personnel consult.

The decisions are thus made according

to the perceptions of these administrators and the practical effect
may be to enhance their own power positions (Northwestern Law
Review, 1973, pp. 450-45l).
In the absence of any active concern for public access,
decisions may be made which have the effect, even if unintentional,
of limiting access or at least making it more difficult.

For example,

in examining the State of Illinois's and the City of Chicago's
computer systems (by no means restricted to or necessarily including
planning uses) the Northwestern researchers found that in some cases
requests for information had to be approved not only by the department
which originated the data but also by computer personnel either
within the department or in the computer agency.

To the extent that

computer personnel must consider requests for information "a whole
new set of justifications may arise for denying access to an item
of information or for the failure to grant access to the infor
mation in the most convenientform" (Northwestern Law Review. 1973,
p. 449).

The study concluded that

Where agencies already demonstrate a propensity for non. disclosure of information to which the public has a legal
right, the infusion of computers into the agency management
structure provides a whole new set of justifications . . .
which may have the effect . . . of intimidating clerks to
such an extent that they are hesistant to divulge even
unclassified computerized information (Northwestern Law
Review. 1973, p. 449-450).
Excessive concern with confidentiality or security measures
could hinder access to material which should be considered in the

public domain.

A security expert (Hamilton, 1972, pp. 31-38), for

example, suggests five general principles of security with regard to
computers: l) protection is first of all the responsibility of the
owner; 2) good relations with the police will strengthen the protective
system; 3) alternatives must be available if damage to the computer
system would be disastrous; U) need is the criterion of access; and.
5) regular access to the system and its environment must be permitted
only to a specially created elite.

From the point of view of an

owner trying to protect a system and from the vantage point of
guarding against invasions of privacy, these guidelines may appear
reasonable.

They do not, however, take into account the public's

legitimate interests' in public computer systems.

The latter two guide

lines portend particularly ominous results if applied without reser
vation to a computerized system used in arriving at public planning
decisions.

While such a system should be protected from physical damage

or outright destruction of files, these two guidelines would create
an elite with exclusive access to the knowledge essential to power.
. In their analysis Martin and Norman (1970, pp. 4-05)393)
recognize that "A free citizenry . . . depends on the availability
of accurate and adequate information" and that "In the computerized
society the gap between the 'haves and the 'have-nots' will be
self-widening. "

But their concern then appears to focus on the lack

of widespread ability to cope with the technology and understand the
information.

In recommending twelve new laws and twenty-four needed

safeguards, all but two focus on security and prevention of access.

The

two suggestions which focus on access relate to the individual's right
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to inspect, dispute and have corrected any information in the
computer files about himself.
A Department of Housing and Urban Development study titled
Urban and Regional Information Systems (1968) seeks a balance between
necessary confidentiality and sharing of information.

One of the

recommendations for urban data base management is that consideration
be given to controlling data access.

This aspect of management should,

according to the study, constitute a plan for protecting confidential
data and for facilitating data sharing with other agencies (both
private, and public).

The plan should include: a listing of data

acquired and their degree of confidentiality; a statement detailing
regulations on unauthorized disclosure; procedures for protecting .
confidential information and a formal statement of data release
procedure (U.S.' Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1968,
p. 35)-

The study found that "planning agencies have experienced

no difficulties in obtaining or releasing data" (U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 1968, p. 72).

This statement appears,

however, to mean no overt difficulties and to apply only to considera
tion of guarding confidential information.

It -is not clear that there'

have been no difficulties with regard to denials of information.
The procedures followed after data are deemed releasable may
also give rise to problems.

For example, the form of the information

to be made available may be subject to dispute.

The desired

information may be available in printed form, on a tape, via a
visual display unit or in a manual file form completely separate from
computerization.

A question arises as to whether information in
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one of these forms is public and the same information in another
of the forms is not public.
An interesting case (Miller v. Kusper. 1971) bearing on
the form of information arose in Chicago when two independent candi
dates for alderman attempted to acquire voter lists.

Poll lists were

accessible but the candidates maintained it would cost them six
thousand dollars to use the needed information in this form.

The

information also existed on computer tapes which would have cost
approximately fifty dollars to copy, a cost the candidates were willing
to cover.

The Board of Election Commissioners refused to allow the

plaintiffs to buy the computer tape copy.

The court held "in effect,

that the computer tapes were for the use of the Board of Election
Commissioners and not accessible to other interested parties"
(Northwestern Law Review. 1973, p. 449) •

In this case, at least, the

public nature of the information itself was not at issue but the
effect of the decision seems to be that information in one form is
public and in another form it is not.

In light of this decision

it is important to consider whether computerized infor
mation has been accorded a privileged position, perhaps
in part because of privacy and security concerns, in
which it is reserved solely for the use of government
agencies. Such a philosophy with regard to computerized
information is capable of doing much to impede public
access to information (Northwestern Law Review, 1973,
p. 449).
It is not difficult to imagine other controversies arising as

to the

form of information available. Suppose a computer could produce

certain ■

information in either printed form or on a visual display unit.

Should

the choice of form be left to the requester or to the agency providing
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the information?

Or should there be guidelines which define the

limits in which the requester may choose the form of information?
Policies with regard to accessibility and use of original data
may also create controversy.

The output of computer aided planning

will often be used, in some form, in materials presented to the
public.

In most cases this output will be interpreted and included

in a planning report of some kind.

When these interpreted results

of computer runs are available to the public, a question may arise
as to whether the raw data behind the report will be equally available
for public inspection and use.

The raw data may in some cases include

private information which should not be divulged.

However, computers

have made possible the use of such data without actually revealing the
individual, private pieces of information.

Should the public agency

have an obligation to create the possibility of such use by providing
methods of protection of individual privacy?
In the days of manual files in planning departments, information
which was deemed public information was available in "man-readable"
form if the filing system could be deciphered and if the interested
party had enough time to spend on a project.
be copied by hand or by machine copier.

The information might

Of course these days still

exist in most planning departments with respect to much planning
information.

The contrast between manual files and computerized infor

mation has led a newspaper editor and chairman of the Freedom of
Information Committee of the Associated Press Managing Editors
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Association to conclude "Access would seem to be reduced. " . He
describes the situation:
As an editor, I know that our reporters are finding it
a bit more difficult in getting access to computerized
records. They feel that they have to have quite specific
information on what records they are seeking before a depart
ment or agency staff member will get the records out of the
computer. In the past, a reporter could browze /sic/
through old records, without needing specific details.
The computer people also want advance notice of an
information request. This works against a newsman who may
be rushing to meet a deadline. And there is always the
nagging feeling that not all information or records are
being provided (Finnegan, 1974-).
With the advent of the computer some information, even though
public, may no longer be in "man-readable" form.

In some cases

original information now machine coded was first recorded .in a form
readily understood without the aid of the machine; the original
information may have been coded to be machine readable as it was
gathered; this original coding- is understandable if the key is known
but may be difficult to deal with by hand.
In the case of information only available in machine readable
form new problems arise with regard to access.

The computer may not

be programmed to produce all the information it contains in a readily
usable form.

Or it may be programmed to produce specific infor

mation only in conjunction with a great deal of other unneeded or
perhaps confidential information.
The accessibility of total output may also raise questions. In
the case of record keeping type computer uses or of correlation and
basic statistical studies, the output may be reasonably straight
forward in its totality but the interpreted output within a report

may be edited to support a point of view.

Such uses of data are not

new; data were used in this manner long before the advent of the
computer and the problem becomes to find other data to bolster or
refute the presented data.

Since the advent of the computer, however,

it may be more likely that such "other" data, -already exist in the raw
output.

Should this complete form be public information or should the

planning agency be able to guard it as an in-house working document
of some kind?
In the case of model building computer uses, the differences
between raw and interpreted output are crucial.

For example,

simulation models such as the San Francisco C. R. P. model are heavily
dependent on interpretation of the output by those working with it
(Little, Inc., 1966, p. 200).

Two reports based on one. run of the

model would not be likely to be the same.
interpretation a monumental task.

The output is enormous and

The model output may not only

include "other" data which differ from those presented, it may, in
such highly sophisticated uses, be the only existing source of such
data.

Should the raw output be readily available public information?

Further, if the raw output is in a form readily understood only by
those familiar with the model, should the planning agency have an
obligation to explain the form to interested parties?

■

The questions of form, raw data and output accessibility all
raise further questions with regard to costs of meeting requests and
the priorities of public agencies.

The production of information is

certain to create costs which must be covered.

(While providing the

information from manual files also created costs they may not have
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been as readily visible to the producer and may have been more
easily absorbed.) Who is to cover the costs?

If an interested

citizen, a journalist or a local legislator were' willing to cover
the cost, would he be allowed computer time at all?
priority basis?

On what kind of

In many cases, the costs of programming or of

running time may be substantial.

A person willing to spend two or

three days plowing through manual files may not be equally willing or
able to spend two or three hundred dollars or more to obtain desired
information.

In such a case the public may pay more to manage infor

mation and lose accessibility of the information.
Very often the information desired may be information already
produced for the planning agency.
and discarded.

It may have been printed out, used

Or it may have been produced on a visual display unit

"lasting" only while in use.

In such cases should the public have the

right to demand reproduction of the desired information?

Or consider

what might occur should the computer have the theoretical capability
of producing a certain set of data but not yet have produced it for
any official group.

Suppose, for example, the computer had printed out

the number of grocery stores between streets A and B and between C and
D but that an interested party wanted to know the number between B and
C.

Should the agency be required to produce the information in that

form?

The agency could be swamped with such requests.

priorities be established among such requests?

How would

Who would pay for the

computer time and possibly for program alterations?
In a presentation of nine case studies in the Department of
.Housing and Urban Development study, a variety of data release
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procedures shows up.

Some data center agencies share information,

if the costs are covered, only when an official participant agency
either approves the request or actually makes the request.
leave release entirely to the responsible operating agency.

Others
Others

fulfill all requests for information provided costs are covered and
the work of the staff is not significantly delayed (U.S. Department
of Housing and. Urban Development, 1968, Part IV).

Clearly there is

no established system for dealing with these situations.

Software Accessibility
- Up to this point the discussion has been concerned primarily
with access to input and output.

The manipulation of the data used

is often equally important and citizen participants will, in some cases,
be anxious to have access to the software or programs being used.
Programs used in connection with simple record keeping chores or in
producing maps tend to be rather mechanical and relatively free from
judgments regarding planning related goals and values.

Citizen partic

ipants will have little need to examine these or computer coding,
basic sorting programs, programs which perform basic statistical
operations and other programs in the "black box" category;

these

are trustworthy and deal with operations which involve objectively
correct and verifiable procedures.
Programs designed to run sophisticated models, on the other
hand, will contain within them statements of values and functional
statements of how, according to the best judgment of the planners
involved, various factors are related to each other.

Both the values
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and judgments of planners may'legitimately be questionned by other,
participants.

Documentation for such programs must be available

if intelligent exchange is to take place concerning a plan.

If

planners are allowed to hide values and judgments behind confidential
software, they will increasingly be found underneath a "computersaid-so" blanket.
The availability of programs will depend in part on the
definitions of public information discussed previously. ■It will
hinge on another legal construct as well: the form of program protec
tion.

Computer program protection lies in limbo between patent,

copyright and trade secret laws.

The privileges and requirements

of each of these are briefly described below.
The purpose of the patent system is to encourage new scientific
investigations and to increase the flow of new knowledge in society by
protecting investment in such work.

A patent grants to the owner exclu

sive rights to his invention for seventeen years and excludes all others
from making, selling or using the invention, even if the invention is
produced independently (Brown, 1971, p. 195).

The United States Code

states that a patent is available to "whoever invents or discovers any
new and useful process, machine, manufacture or composition of matter,
or any useful improvement thereof . . . ." (35 U.S.C. 101, 1952),

The

invention must fall within statutory subject matter, must be novel and
not obvious to one skilled in the trade, and must be described (dis
closed) fully enough to allow another person skilled in the trade to
reproduce the item.

Nonstatutory matter included "mathematical,

mental or logical formulae, methods or steps; discoveries of
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physical phenomena or natural laws; printed matter; and methods of
doing business" (Rydstrom, 1971, p« 162).
While a few computer programs have been patented, it is very
difficult to obtain such a patent.

In Gottschalk v. .Benson (1972)

the Supreme Court held that the algorithm of a program could not be
patented because ideas are not patentable and the effect, in the case
in question, of granting a patent would be to wholly pre-empt a
formula or idea.

The court went on to say that perhaps such matters

should be patentable but that that is a question for Congress to
decide.

As a result of this decision the Patent Office has been

rejecting all applications disclosing on computer programs (Honeywell
Computer Journal. 1973, p. 63).
Copyright protection for computer programs is also an issue.
A copyright grants protecticn for form of expression only, for a
period of up to fifty-six years.

Copyrights have been granted for

computer programs in all their forms (except the initial "pure" idea
which cannot be the subject of protection) considered as a "book."
The copyright is granted provided that: the elements of the program
constitute original authorship; the program has been published with
notice of the copyright; and the copies submitted are in a language
intelligible to human beings (Albany Law Review. 1971, p. 707). In
order to obtain a copyright the work must be published.

Notice of the

copyright is printed in a publication and the actual filing for
protection follows publication (Albany Law Review. 1971, p. 705).
While the Copyright Office grants copyrights on programs, there
is still some uncertainty as to the eligibility of programs for

copyright (Brown, 1971, p. 197).

The central question is whether

programs are writings as defined by the statutes (Cornell Law
Review, .1969, pp. 592-593)°

There is also concern as to what would

constitute an infringement of such a copyright.

Since protection

is only on the form, how much alteration of form would be necessary
to avoid infringement?

In many cases the developer of the program

wants to avoid any use by others, even in an altered form.
Copyright protection is not well suited to such protection since
the program must be published and is thus readily available.
Substantial alteration of computer programs may often be relatively
easily accomplished while retaining the essential idea or functional,
use of the program.

,

'In light of these uncertainties, the protection of trade
secrets has been frequently used (Brown, 1971, p. 199J Cornell Law
Review. 1969, p. 590).

Trade secrets are the subject of state laws

and vary from one jurisdiction to another.

Essentially, however, the

term "trade secret" speaks for itself: a program would be kept secret
by the owner and any licensee with whom the owner shares the program.
Since neither copyrights nor patents are available for the algorithm
of a program, trade secret protection is the only option.

It is

questionable to what extent a state may enforce such agreements when
the secret (the program) is not eligible for federal protection,
since the effect of such enforcement would be for state law to thwart
the intent of federal law (Cornell Law Review. 1969, p. 592; Albany
Law Review. 1971, pp. 711-714-)»
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The debate over the appropriate form of protection for pro
grams is being carried on primarily by those with the most immediate
interest in protection— the hardware industry, software firms, the
Patent and Copyright Offices (Rydstrom, 1971, p. 161j. Cornell Law
Review. 1969, pp. 587-588).

The debate is largely in the context

of private development of programs for use by private partiesj little
consideration is devoted to the public interest.' Hardware manufac
turers have opposed granting of patents apparently feeling this
would limit the use of their machines (Rydstrom, 1971, p. l6l).
The Patent Office has also opposed granting of program patents arguing
that programs are mental processes or steps.

There are also practical

reasons for their opposition since they are not equipped to search
out the prior state of the art, and do not have personnel or adequate
examination procedures to determine patentability (Albany Law Review.
1971, p. 699).

The software industry, on the other hand, argues that

patents are necessary to protect the investment of the software
•producers.

They argue that the hardware firms have so much power that

they are unresponsive to consumer needs and inferior software results
(Rydstrom, 1971, p. l6l).

A few others have entered the debate (most

notably law review authors) but have not considered the kinds of
possibilities considered here— namely the potential need for open
public access to governmental computer programs.
Trade secret protection appears to be recognized by many as
the least satisfactory form of protection from many points of view.
At the same time it is the most prevalent form used (Brown, 1971,
p. 199).

The lack of other effective protection has forced resort

to trade secrets.

The only point at which the debate considers

"public interest" is during discussion of trade secret protection.
This form of protection is seen as least satisfactory from the
point of view of the public because it inhibits the free flow of
information and results in duplications of work and greater costs
for less satisfactory results.
From the standpoint of participants in the planning process,
all these forms of protection embody dangers.

Should a public agency

work with a program under patent protection, planning participants
outside the agency interested in the inner workings of the program
would find that _the disclosure required to obtain a patent is available
for examination.

But in order to use the program to generate

alternatives or test agency produced documents, the interested
outsider might have to apply for, receive, and pay for rights granted
the owner.

If the planning program were under copyright protection,

the program would be published but in order to use it the participant
would either have to pay for the rights or "program around" the
copyrighted program enough to avoid infringement and hope, in so .
doing, to achieve a comparable result.
If a public agency contracts with a consulting firm to
produce a program, that firm may only agree to do the work under trade
secret type restrictions.

The firm clearly has an interest in seeing

that the public agency not sell (or give) the program to another party,
private or public.

To further insure non-disclosure.the contract may

even specify that the public agency involved not have all the keys
to the system.

In cases such as this, the public agency may riot even
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understand all the facets of the program and may be unable to make
the computer perform desired, and theoretically possible, tasks.
The non-agency outsiders will be at a greater loss— with no under-standing beyond what the consulting firm agrees to disclose.
Another claim might be made in an attempt to guard the
confidentiality of computer software: the claim of property.

Public

information disclosure laws are not intended to require a government
to turn over valuable property to anyone requesting it and some have
argued that computer software is valuable property (Lumbert v. Corbin.
1974, motion to dismiss).

It should not, however, be seen in the

same light as, for example, a typewriter.

Giving or selling someone

a copy of a computer program tape, does not deprive the government
of the use of the program as would be the case in giving someone
a typewriter.

The program would lose some of its potential monetary

value in the sense that if it were given away free it would be
difficult to sell.

But it would not lose its use value to the govern- '

ment and governments are not generally in the business of selling
their products to make a profit.

Intellectual' Access
The best possible physical access to planning information is
of little use if that information is not intellectually accessible,
that is if the information cannot be understood by the recipient.
Both the type of computer aided planning undertaken and the form of
presentation to the public will influence the degree of intellectual
access.

The capabilities of the actors in the planning.process will
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be of greatest importance in assessing existing or potential
degrees of intelle ctnalla cces s.

.Type of Computer Aided Planning
On the continuum of sophistication of computer uses in
planning, those uses ranging from straight record keeping through
relatively simple statistical studies present problems which have been
with us far longer than the use of computers in planning.

These

problems have created their own cliches: "you can prove anything with
statistics," "statistics lie" and "never trust statistics."

Statis

tical concepts are beyond the realm of knowledge of a great percentage
of the population.

The primary effect of bringing computers into the

planning' process at this level is to exacerbate the problems and to
lend new urgency to finding solutions.

Computers provide the capa

bility of generating more statistics than were manageable previously.
and this may tend to increase the desire to rely on numbers and on
quantifiable constructs to the neglect of non-quantifiable factors
(Downs, 1967, p. 207).

Computers may allow hew kinds of statistical

associations and summaries, not often carried out by hand, to be
produced.

The participant in the planning process who was able to

cope with the sophistication of planning prior to computer use, will
find that these uses present new challenges but the basis foundations
of his understanding won't seem to have crumbled.
With more sophisticated uses of computers, however, there may
appear to be no foundations.

When a planning agency becomes involved

in the modeling of parts of or entire urban areas, a new and larger :

group of participants in the planning process may be unable to
effectively cope with this development.

Many potential participants

today simply do not know where to begin when faced with computer
produced materials.

The more complex the model, the larger the

group unable to participate will be unless steps are taken which create
an environment receptive to participation.

The lone individual, even

if technically reasonably competent, is likely to find himself at
a total loss.

The models are often neither produced nor interpreted

by a single person; within a planning agency itself it may be that no
one individual really understands an extremely complex model
(Weizenbaum, 1972, p. 613).

Individuals may no longer be able to

effectively participate; participation may be restricted to groups
which can muster enough expertise and enough people to deal with com
puterized models at all.

Form of Public Presentation
.,
■

The form in which computer produced planning materials are

presented to participants in the planning process seems likely to .
have an important effect on how well the material will be under
stood.

Here again we are up against an old problem aggravated by the

introduction of computers.

The form of presentation of planning

projects has always been important to the acceptance or rejection of
the projects and to the open debate of them, yet this problem appears
to have received scant attention in planning literature and planning
education.

There is, no doubt, much to be learned from market and

public relations research and psychological studies.
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Presentation of planning material in a form directly associated
with computers may result in a lack of understanding by participants.
Schlager notes that
Proper presentation of the Land Use Plan Design Model
output is an important consideration in achieving acceptance
of its design by planners and governmental officials. Ini
tial model outputs were in tabular form and were meaningful
only to someone familiar with the operation of the model.
Improved presentation was later achieved by tabular desig
nation of the intensity of each land use activity in each
zone. Printed output was supplemented by colored land use
maps manually prepared from the tabular print-out (Schlager,
1965, p. 110).
The extent to which presentations perceived to be associated with
computers may result in lack of understanding needs to be tested.
Does the mere sight of computer printing make some people assume that
they.won't .understand the content?

Will two maps, identical in all

respects except the method of physical production (one by computer with
X's and O's. and so on, the other by hand with swashes of color),
produce different levels of understanding and acceptance?
■ What in turn, is the effect of lack of understanding?

It may

be that some participants will react in an essentially hostile manner,
rejecting out of hand any computer based work in computer associated
form.

Others may be awed by computer aided planning and readily

accept a statement that since the computer said it's so, it's so.
It has been reported (Kemeny, 1972, p. 58) that objections to a Los
Angeles freeway plan were defeated by just such a statement.

Either

of the extreme reactions is not likely to contribute to effective
participation by those involved.
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Understanding by the Actors in the Planning Process
The extent to which the actors are capable of understanding
computer aided planning varies.

This section considers, first,

some general considerations of people's understanding and second,
understanding on the part of specific actors.
There has been some investigation of people's reactions to
computers though not as much as one might expect, and the studies
do not•necessarily treat the kinds of specific questions of most
interest to this..discussion.

Based on three thousand personal inter

views conducted among a cross section of Americans in 1963, Robert
S. Lee (1970, pp. 54.-55) found that there were two dominent themes:
that the computer is seen as a beneficial tool for man's purposes and
that it is seen as a relatively autohomous machine which can perform
functions of human thought which were previously thought to be unique
to the human mind.

The latter perspective was found to correlate most

highly with low income, low occupational level and poor education of
respondents (Lee, 19705. p. 57).

Those interviewed were generally

excited about the possibilities of computers but had had little contact
with them.

There was a widespread recognition of the complexity of

computers and the need for extensive education and training in order
to understand the workings of computers.

There was a common misunder

standing that computers can do anything and always give the right
answer.

The human role and the concept of garbage-in, garbage-out

were not understood.

With regard to these misunderstandings Lee noted

(1968, pp. 219-220) "All this, of course, in not only false— it is
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also dangerous as it leads to an unhealthy sense of awe for the machine
as all-powerful, as incomprehensible, and as independent of man's
will." Lee concluded (1970, p. 59) that the computer "is a complex and
ambiguous stimulus— how individuals perceive it and give meaning to
it depends very much on their fundamental values, on their personality
dynamics, and on their basic orientation toward life."
A 1971 public opinion survey by the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies (AFIPS) and Time magazine found that,.
among a cross section of the United States population, respondents
generally approve the use of computers and their effect on the quality
of life but at the same time see dangers in the technology (Westin and
Baker, 1972, p. 4-81).
More than 60 percent in each case agreed that life is
better because of computers and that there are many things
we can do today that we would not be able to do without
computers; that computers have helped raise our standard of
living and that the development of "large computerized infor
mation files will help to make our government more effec
tive. " At the same time, at least 50 percent of the res
pondents said that computerized files may be used to destroy
individual freedom and that because of such files, "too
many people have information about other people," that people are becoming "too dependent" on computers, and that
"computers are dehumanizing people and turning them into
numbers" (Westin and Baker, 1972, p. 4-83).
While forty-nine percent of the sample reported having held jobs

""

requiring some kind of contact with computers, only fifteen percent had
held jobs requiring "some knowledge of how a computer works."

A third

had had some "problems because of a computer" (Westin and Baker,
1972, p. 4-81).

The statement "Computers always give accurate infor

mation" was disagreed with by seventy-seven percent of the respondents
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(Westin and Baker, 1972, p. 4-83) •

Again in this study, education

•was correlated with attitudes toward computers.

Those with more

education were more likely to see computer technology positively but'
■Were also more likely to find a threat to civil liberties in the
extensive use of computers (Westin and Baker, 1972, p. 484-) •
The specific meaning of these studies with regard to effective
participation in computer aided planning is not entirely clear.

It

would seem that, at this time, those with "more" education,. "higher"
incomes and occupational levels and "some" knowledge of how a com
puter works would be "more" likely to be effective participants.
One author has considered what the picture is likely to be
twenty years from now.

If we do not develop the means for a concerned

citizen to share in the political system, the citizen will be unable
to identify the options or the model used in transforming data, he
will not know what the data were and will not understand secondary
and tertiary impacts.
Thus, even when he is offered a choice of programs, his
ignorance about the assumptions made by the planners
regarding the supposed future context in which the program
will operate and eventually "pay-off" will prevent him
from choosing wisely, from committing himself to a longrange risk with an understanding of what the costs and
benefits are thought to be (Michael, 1968, p. 1185).
There is a prevalent assumption that the average citizen doesn't
understand computers well.

The study by HUD asserts "it is unreasonable

to expect the public readily to appreciate distinctions between systems
designed primarily to support day-to-day government operations . . .
and systems designed primarily to support planning and programming"
(U,S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1968, pp. 68-69).

If the average citizen cannot understand basic distinctions, how can
he be expected to cope with more sophisticated concepts?

Another

commentator has claimed that highly sophisticated computer uses merely
provide "formulas and jargon" that make it seem as if real answers
are coming from scientific decision making. "This type of presentation
may fool..some of the people some of the time; unfortunately it is now .
fooling too many people too much of the time (Raymond, 1970, p. 209).
The very presence of the computer may create a dimension of mysti
fication due to the general lack of understanding on the part of
citizens.

This may actually result in a lack of initial physical

access to information.

"It is clear that the great majority of the

citizenry are not sufficiently acquainted with computer operations to
be able to assess accurately the veracity of a 'computer related1
justification for the non-disclosure of requested information"
(Northwestern Law Review. 1973, p. 4-51).

In the absence of empirical

investigation it is difficult to evaluate the validity of such state
ments, ibut they do seem rather likely hypotheses.
The media play an important role in determining the type and
quality of participation in the planning process.

Interested citizens

and to a lesser extent legislators and commission members hear of
planning proposals through the media and the media are influential in
the creation of contested issues.
covered by the media?

How are computer aided proposals

Do they tend to receive more or less attention

than other proposals of similar potential impact?

Are the conclusions

as printed in staff reports merely accepted and reported?

Is the

computer analysis subject to reporter's analysis or are reporters and
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editors capable of analyzing the work of computers?

Do computer aided

planning projects become community issues as often as more traditional
planning?

To what extent is any noticeable trend'attributable to

media coverage?

How well do journalism schools equip their students

to deal with computer aided planning?
Governmental decision makers are probably not on the whole
well educated or informed with regard to computer technology.

It

would be useful to know how these public officials feel about
computers and how much they understand about computer uses generally.
Do they, for example, understand the concept of garbage-in, garbageout?

Do they understand the difference between optimizing and non

optimizing models?

Do they regard computers as useful for bookkeeping

but otherwise a threat to their own power?

Do they know what kinds

of questions to ask when faced with computer work?

Is there a tendency

for computer aided planning proposals to be more or less often rejected
by these groups than proposals of a more traditional sort?

These

questions can begin to be empirically investigated as computer aided
planning becomes more widespread.

,

'

The degree to which professional planning staffs will under
stand computer aided planning will vary widely.

It seems likely,

however, that the majority, including the administrators of planning
departments will have little more than a passing acquaintance with
computer technology.

It is probably fair to say that a planning

education dispels notions of the all-powerful computer and that a
graduate planning student would be able to use some standard programs
to perform basic statistical studies and would understand the output

of such studies.

The same planning student is probably capable of

understanding the broad outlines of sophisticated models but is not
likely, without other specialized training, to be able to work closely
with the details of the model or even to know for sure if the details,
reflect his less quantitative understanding of urban processes.

Can

a planner with this level of understanding really communicate with the
systems specialists building the model?

To what extent do planners

whose formal education ended ten years or more ago begin.to understand
the ben.efits.;.and pitfalls of computer aided planning?

In cases

where computer models are built by consultants outside the planning
agency, to what extent is the planning staff involved?

To the extent

the planners are not involved, the model itself’will probably be ■
less useful than it might be.

Documentation of the latter point comes

from the San Francisco Department of City Planning's critique, of
the San Francisco simulation model.

"At the present.time, a very

small core of professional staff have knowledge of the use to which the
model may be put and the manner in which it is used and operated.

Of

the core group only one is connected with a public agency (San
Francisco Department of City Planning, 1968, pp. 25-26).

This sit

uation, together with other factors, is seen as a factor limiting the
usefulness of the model.
Given a fair degree of competence in the planning department ■
and involvement in the process of model building (both somewhat
attainable given exercise of administrative will), planners stand to
gain power relative to other actors.
at least parts of the kingdom.

They will hold the keys to

The use of these keys by.planners will.
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in great measure, determine whether planning is truly open to
widespread and effective participation.
The advent of the computer in planning has brought one new
group into the planning process— the computer staff.

Clearly this is

the group with the greatest understanding of the computer technology
though they do not necessarily have great understanding of public
planning.. The potential influence of computer programmers and
systems analysts is great.

Their professional training would seem

to lead them to be most comfortable with quantitative factors and most
subject to "data mania," a disease identified by Arthur Miller (1971,
pp. 22-23) as involving "shortness of breath and heart palpitations
when contemplating a new computer application," possessiveness about
information and a perspective on data which only sees the intrinsic
value.

This world of the technologist may also be rather isolated.

MacBri^e (1967, p. xii) noted that his indirect association with
computer systems led to "a vivid appreciation of the extent to which
this world is closed to outsiders . » . . "

He asserts that the pro

fessionals are only interested in communicating with each other and
that laymen tend to accept the word of the professionals.
The relative influence of programmers will vary with the
kind of computer aided planning undertaken and. with the particular
expertise of the programmer and the planners with whom he may be
working.

In the case of relatively simple statistical correlations

or record keeping functions the programmer may play only a limited,
largely mechanical role.

In the City of Phoenix, for example, the

computer capacity has been largely used for management (billing,
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payroll and so forth) functions.

When the planning department

conducted a housing survey and wished to develop statistical cor
relations between types of housing problems and certain census
data, a member of the planning staff had to direct,the work of the
programmers.

The programming staff was not familiar with methods of

scientific inquiry.

A member of the planning staff expressed the

feeling that, while the computer center made periodic attempts to
encourage city departments to use its facilities, the center was
reluctant to encourage the planning department since the programming
personnel were not prepared to handle the work requested (Mee, 1974)•
In the case of more sophisticated computer modeling, the role
of the programmer may actually usurp roles played by planners or
other participants.

The formulation of models includes expressions

of a good many assumptions about the way in which the world being
modeled works.

The specific statements of these assumptions may be

made by the systems analysts building the model,•or by the analysts in
conjunction with the planning staff if the development procedure has
been set up to include planners.

To the extent that the formulation

of specifics involves understanding sophisticated mathematical and
statistical concepts, ready comprehension of the heart of the com
puterized system will be limited to those with such understanding.
The combination of highly sophisticated computer modeling, a
planning department committed to the model and apprehensive of conflict
or discussion of goals, a press relatively ignorant in the methods
of modeling and a citizenry likewise ignorant could easily result in
manipulation rather than participation.

Even with a system

theoretically open and anxious for effective participation, citizen
ignorance could thwart the theoretical openness.

While participation

in planning has consistently grown more difficult as planning has
become more technical and governmental processes more formal and
awesome, the advent of the computer in planning may mean a quantum
jump in the difficulty.

As more planning is supported by or based on

computer uses, it will be useful to test the levels of citizen partici
pation in such proposals against the levels of participation in other
situations.

How prevalent is the situation noted earlier where

citizen objections to a plan were defeated simply by enforcing the
awesome power'of the computer?

Are hearings on computer aided planning

proposals dominated by technical experts capable of disputing basic
assumptions, and technical finepoints?
discussed?

Are the basic assumptions

In communities which depend heavily on computer based

planning, do citizens generally feel their government is responsive?
Responsiveness on issues might be tested as well.
Citizen participation efforts and literature have, to this
point, tended to focus on the poor and other minorities, those
traditionally lacking education and basic skills needed to speak at
a public hearing or understand basic political and planning processes.
As the use of the computer in planning,grows, the group of citizens
technically unable to cope will grow as well.

At least in the short ,

run, this new group seems likely to constitute a large majority of
the population.

It seems likely that the great majority of those over

thirty have little understanding of such matters.

While the majority

of citizens will probably never want to be active participants in .

planning decisions, when the majority cannot because they are unable
to do so, the democratic'1context will have changed dramatically.

Opportunities for Creative Participation
The physical and intellectual access questions so far addressed
are questions which are of interest if even minimal citizen partici
pation is to take place.

Creative participation in computer aided

planning will demand new levels of both physical accessibility and
intellectual capability.
There is a possibility that, the introduction of computers into
planning will alter the central concerns of the public agency and
result in new limits on citizen input.

The availability of computers

may lead public planners to a greater interest in narrowly definable.
problems and reliance on data which are quantifiable and usable. ;byy
the computer.

These problems and data may or may not be relevant to

the central concerns and needs of communities.

Analysis of a problem

with exclusive use of computer linked data will often be incomplete
but may be presented as whole.

Westin (1971, p. 157) has noted

These capabilities /of automated data processing/
offer a government a virtually irrestible psychological
temptation to launch a total info/nation attack on the
pressing problems of our society. ' Rational government has
as an article of faith that what is missing from the policy
making process is better information . . . . Many observers
. . . are not certain of this and believe that more often
than information shortage it is a failure of political .'.
skills and public wills that impedes better decisions.
■Citizen participation is, of course, part of the political process and
to the extent that "rational" government takes over, participation
will be threatening and therefore threatened.

To the extent that
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politicians and planners put complete faith in computerized planning,
participants' opportunities for creative participation outside the
computer related plan will be restricted.
In sophisticated computer aided planning it may well be that
the only way to effectively fight the computer is with a computer.
Developing an effective alternative to a proposal based on, for example,
a simulation model, will in most cases require an alternative simu
lation, or at the very least alternative runs of the model.

Com

puters are brought into use because the human mind can't cope .with
all the data and relationships simultaneously.

Once a computer has

"coped," an equally, detailed and substantive alternative will
probably have to be computer based.
In order to question (or simply attack) a computer aided
proposal the data and programs must be accessible to examination.
In order to develop alternatives and participate creatively in other
ways, access to computer time and actual use of the data and programs
may be necessary.

It is not difficult to imagine a case in which, for

example, a simulation model was developed to be run on a specific,
government owned computer system using data collected specifically for
the project,,-

The model, developed for the purpose of testing possible

impacts of alternative policy programs, may have been run two or three
times by the governmental owner— once to project the future if policies
remain unchanged and once or twice to test different public policy

.•

packages or perhaps alternative views of elements in the private
sector.

In order to challenge the governmental runs, access problems

already discussed must be solved.
new access challenges arise.

If alternatives are to be developed

Will citizens or citizen groups be

allowed direct access to the computer facility for the purpose of
testing alternatives which they may recognize as more likely or more
desirable?

If no comparable hardware is available in the govern

mental jurisdiction, availability of programs and input copies are
of little value.

On the other hand, if one citizen group is allowed

access to the model for manipulation, then is there a basis for
denying others?

If anyone and everyone has a right of access, the

planning or computer staff and facilities could be overrun.

Even if

requests are few, who will pay the costs of generating alternatives?
The costs include not only computer time but payment of whoever will
actually program the alternatives.

In addition the output will

probably have to be interpreted by someone familiar with the model.
While it is usually accepted practice for a governmental agency to
charge for copies made and sometimes search time, the costs in this
case could be so high as to effectively quash the requests of users.
What rights do citizens have to demand use of government owned
property?

The average citizen cannot simply demand use of a government

owned typewriter or automobile.
different?

Is a computer hardware system any

In the case where it is the only system of its kind avail

able, there may be grounds for distinguishing the system from an
automobile or typewriter.

If a comparable system is available outside

the government, it would be possible, given the unique data and programs
of the model, to run the model there.

Again however the cost factor
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may loom large enough to effectively deny the citizen access to
alternative development opportunities.
The questions with regard to intellectual access are not sub
stantially different when alternative development is considered from
those already discussed.
standing required.

There is a difference in the level of under

In order to participate creatively and develop

alternatives comparable to those created by government computer systems,
the level of understanding must be great enough, unless experts are
hired, to be considered essentially professional skills.

This is

simply not likely to be among the skills of a large proportion of the
population for some time to come.

■ The current interface between computerization in public plan
ning and citizen participation is then filled with conflicts, both
actual and potential.

If we follow the trend and continue to

introduce computers without considering their secondary and tertiary
impacts, the conflicts are not likely to be reduced.
could easily increase.

Indeed they

A citizenry increasingly isolated and alienated

from participation in the creation of the future may find itself with
only obstructionist and violent tactics.
bring quite a different interface.

The future could, however,

The possibilities for reducing

conflicts and enhancing creative participation are the subject of the
following chapter.

CHAPTER III

FIXES

This chapter is about changes— some easier than other, some
more likely than others, some very long range by current standards,
some not so long range.

None of these changes, or fixes as they are

called here, will come about without a decision to plan for the impacts
of increasingly computerized planning.

The fixes fall into four

categories: technological, legal, educational and organizational.
These categories of change are intended as an aid in the
analysis and understanding of the potentials.

They are not mutually

exclusive; a particular fix might be called either legal or organiza
tional depending on one's perception of which elements of the fix are
dominant.

Further, the use of these categories should not be con

sidered to imply that one approach to change will be sufficient or
somehow "best"; rather some combination of these will be necessary.
f

Finally it must be kept in mind that the fixes explored here are not
intended as a complete approach to either the entire citizen partici
pation process or the entire process of governmental use of computers
in planning.

The changes under discussion deal only with the two

processes as they interact and with the ways in which conflicts.
created in the interaction may be reduced and citizen participation
enhanced.

Future studies must undertake to relate these and other

suggestions to other aspects of technological and social development.
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Technological Fixes
This category of possible change considers only factors
relating to technical capabilities— to the potentials :of computers
themselves and. related technical developments.

Consideration of

policies determining the actual uses to which these are put falls
into the legal and organizational categories.
Generally we either have or are moving toward technological
developments which could facilitate widespread, creative participation
and a redistribution of power in public planning.

Demand for and ;

use of user-oriented, or more intelligible machines, usable by nonprofessional programmers has increased steadily and although there
may be criticism of current user-oriented systems as not intelligible
enopgh, there has been and continues to be progress in this direction.
From the beginning of widespread computer use there has been movement
toward simplification of computer languages; some computers now respond
to quite.simple, nearly human language commands; experiments continue
on machines which will respond to complex voice control instructions.
Visual display units and shared time computer systems are two of the
more widely recognized developments which have made machines more
responsive to humans.• For the future, it seems likely that the power
to purchase computer uses will not be directly correlated with the
ability to use them, and further, that intelligible machines will cost
relatively less than the personnel to operate unintelligible machines.
There will be a profit to be made in the production of intelligible

44machines and it is reasonable to assume that progress in this direction
will continue.
Thomas Sheridan envisions several possible formats for a com
puter aided feedback-and-participation system.

These range from

seats wired to consoles and set up on street corners or in audi
toriums to television-telephone combinations to allow home viewers to
communicate with central studios.

The technology for such a system

already exists; no breakthroughs are needed.

Although technology is v

not a problem, Sheridan points out that there are design problems
which require development and experimentation.

These include design

of questions to be asked, of languages both flexible enough for the
participant and able to be processed by the computer and guidelines
for display of aggregate response data (Sheridan, 1971, p. 4-9).

Final

answers to these design problems may never be found but open experi
mentation with solutions will enhance participation while progress is
made toward greater certainty.
A longer range view foresees information utilities with uni
versally available computer terminals.' "The information utility, linked
to the public real time information base, could conceivably provide
the leading instrumentality for the public to scan the social scene,
identify problems, contribute to social control, and provide con
tinuing corrective feedback on the interplay of pluralistic social
experimentation"(Sackman, 1968, p. 232).

The use of home computer

consoles for instant polling and voting has often been recognized as
a possibility for the future.

Such a development could be disastrous

in terms of long range planning and from the viewpoint of governments

generally.

It could lead to confusing inconsistency, too rapid

change in policy and less effective planning than exists even now.
Information utilities, to be effective in-smoothing the interface
between citizen participation and computerization of planning, will
have to go beyond simple voting and polling projects to allow partici
pants to do extensive library research, read media reports, study
public documents, attend meetings of legislative bodies and participate
in planning workshops without leaving home.

These systems could be.

designed to allow the user to create, test and communicate his own
alternatives for the future and to compare them to those of other
interested participants.
Technology does not offer a utopian future for citizen partici
pation; it is unlikely that technology will duplicate face to face
contact or group discussion in all details.

There are serious

operational design challenges to be met and realization of infor
mation utilities is some way ahead.

Nonetheless, the technological

potentials bode well for those interested in enhancing participation
and redistribution of power.

Physical access to materials could be

greatly enhanced should public information be available on a home
television screen.

More intelligible machines will allow more people

to deal with them more easily.

Universal accessibility of a public

information data base would, at the least, be a foundation for
redistribution of the power associated with possession of information.
Whether or not there will be a demand sufficient to justify production
of such systems remains to be seen but the technological basis exists.
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Legal Fixes
This category encompasses changes through action of a legisla
tive body.

Some of the intentions represented here could, to a

great extent, be accomplished by purely administrative action.
Embodying the intentions in legal form will, however, insure a certain
uniformity, compliance by all and a system of appeal.
In the first place, new public information laws are needed,
primarily as a means of insuring physical access to planning infor
mation.

The Freedom of Information Act applies.only to the federal

government.

States and local governments need similar legislation

which would establish governmental intent clearly on the side of
disclosure and place the burden to show good cause for denial of infor
mation on governmental bodies.

Public information laws are in need of

revision from many points of view.

During such revision new informa

tion technology should be considered and accounted for.

Unless

revised with recognition of the new technology, these laws could result
in computerization of records and information.as a means to thwart the
intent behind the ]aws.
Any definition of "record" or "information" must be framed to
include the new data technology.

The only definition of "records" in

the U.S. Code appears in Section 3301 of Title 44 (Honeywell Computer
Journal, 1973, p. 34) on public printing and documents and includes
"all books, papers, maps, photographs, or other documentary materials,
regardless of physical form or characteristics .. . . ." ..Acceptance of
this definition of records "would seem to be sufficient at least for
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most questions that have arisen, are arising, or, in the relatively
near future, probably m i l arise because of the use of electronic, means
for data storage" (Honeywell Computer Journal, 1973, p- 35)°

The

definition continues to identify these materials as "made or received
by an agency . . . under . . .law or in connection with the transacticn
of public business and . ° . appropriate for preservation . . . as evi
dence of the organization, functions, policies, decision^, procedures,
operations or other activities . . . o r because of the informational
value of data in them" (Title „44-§3301).

Such a definition would

appear to reach to the raw data behind summary public reports and to
other documents used during planning.
With regard to invasions of privacy and violation of indivi
duals' rights in the computer age, Westin has said "Perhaps what we need
in the electronic age is . . .

a writ of habeas data, commanding govern

ment to produce and justify the use of information .it has stored in
the recesses of a computerized data system on which it is basing
judgments about the individual (Westin, 1971, p. 168).

Perhaps the

writ of habeas data should be expanded to include information used as
the basis for judgments about any planning activity not closely tied
to national (or state) security.

Such a concept could be included in

public information law as a part of defining public records and
information.

,

The new technology enhances the ability of agencies to compile
records in new forms and revisions of the law should take this into
account.

Prior toccomputerization compiling new records might have

been so time consuming as to have interferred with the functioning of

an agency meeting such a request.

In many instances computerization

of data "will mean that new compilations will be quite easily accom
plished at a rather small additional cost which may be passed on. to
the requester.

While it is probably not feasible to legislate a

precise line between "easily accomplished" and "interference with
the functions of government," new legislation should recognize that
requests for new compilations will often be easily realized and
should not be categorically rejected (see Honeywell Computer Journal.
1973, p. 37).

At the same time this might be one basis for some

denials of access since, in effect,- these requests are asking for
information not yet in existence.

An agency would have the burden

of sustaining such a denial in court and it is likely that innmany
cases production of the information would cost less than going to court.
The physical form of the information to' be released also
needs attention.

If the information is available as a tape, as cards

or as a print-out, there may be different costs involved.

The

requester should be informed of the alternatives and given his choice.
If, in addition, the information.is available in a traditional paper
form, this should not, contrary to the Chicago Beard of Elections
case, be considered a reason to deny the computer form.

A paper form

should be another option for the requester to consider.
If the form of the information is such that it is only usable
on the agency's computer or would be.more reasonably used within that
computer than copied, freedom of information laws could also recog
nize this possibility.

Once again legislation of an exact line to

be drawn, an exact answer to every potential question, is not possible,
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but the use of the agency's computer might be compared to the use,
sometimes given to researchers, of a part of the agency's office
space.

Indeed, granting computer "space" might often be more

convenient than granting the office space.

The possibility of

requester use of the computer need not, in any case, be foreclosed.
The costs involved in information requests have been and will
probably continue to be a sticky problem.

Freedom of information laws

may allow recovery of fees or costs generally but cannot specify
rules to cover the many different kinds Of computers or the wide vari
ety of requests.

The possibilities, obviously, range from charging

nothing for information to attempting to cover all the costs involved.
In all but the simplest cases both extremes are unacceptable.

At the

least a freedom of information law could require agencies to have
written statements as to how costs will be calculated and assessed.
Computers often calculate the cost of each run and print that cost
with the results.

The cost of a run to the agency could serve as a

guideline for charges to a requester.

This cost might be the maximum

chargeable or this cost plus a percentage for clerical work could be
a maximum.

In some cases this could be a substantial sum and a formula

might have to be worked out for establishing financial capability of
the requester.

Financial capability of a requester should not be

used to deny access, but those able to pay should cover all or parts
of the costs.

High costs for the purpose of thwarting the intent of

the law would not be allowed and the statements would be subj ect to
judicial review as to fairness should there be an appeal.
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The entire matter of the protection of computer programs
needs to be considered in light of possible obstruction to .physical .
access to information.

The federal Freedom of Information Act does

provide exemptions to disclosure of - material in the nature of a trade
secret.

Computer software could be,clearly noted as outside this

category.

As a general principle, it would be possible for governments

to forbid any public agency to enter into a contract for computer
consulting which would require the agency to treat the resulting work
as privileged information under any of the three types of protection.
Any governmental computer program (whether developed by the agency or
by a consultant) would be considered to be public information.
would need to be some exceptions to this general principle.

There

Programs

which, for example, are designed to maintain system security in a
system which might otherwise lead to violations of privacy or to
other action contrary to the public interest must be excepted.
which fall into the "black box" category could also be excepted.

Programs
At

the same time, a formal governmental policy must state that systems
shall not be designed in such a way as to fall under the exceptions
with the underlying purpose of thwarting the general intent of making
software public.
It may, in some cases, be necessary to require public planning
agencies to produce certain kinds of documents which will be available
to the public.

The San Francisco simulation model was in use, for
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examplev without any readily available means for an outsider to under
stand the system.
There have not been sufficient funds to prepare a detailed
flow chart and documentation of the computer program which
would make examination and modification of it a relatively
straightforward matter. There is no general "systems
manual" which explains, beyond the computer program, how
materials are prepared for model use, how the various parts
of the model fit together in operation, who is responsible
for developing public actions and other governmental as
pects of the model, nor how the results should be inter
preted (San Francisco Department of City Planning, 1968,
p. 26).
Without these materials a citizen wanting to understand the simulation
and its results would be hamstrung unless a staff member working with
the model guided him through the system.
Further legal fixes will be involved in the establishment .
of information utilities.

As already noted, we have or will be able

to achieve the technology for information utilities.

Such a system

could be used either to perpetuate the current situation or to shift
power to citizen participation.

If the latter is to be achieved there

are a few legal structures that might be tested.
One approach would establish a network of governmental regu
lations.

Information might be defined as a resource, though the

analogy between information and most other resources should not be
carried too far since information can be used without being used up
(Lowi, 1972, p. 126) and in some senses the more it is used the more
of it we. are likely to have.

The information industry would thus be

seen as an industry to be regulated in the public interest.
approach could lead to several kinds of regulations.

This

Statisticians and

computer programmers might be licensed after examination of their

competencies.

An agency similar to the Federal Trade Commission

might be established to watch over the information network and
governmental use of computers.

As is well known, it's easy to lie

with statistics; standards of statistical truthfulness might he
promulgated.
posed.

In Germany a "data management auditor" has been pro

The function of such a position would be to observe the

effects, if any, of automated data processing on the distribution of
power (Thomas, 1971, p. 19).
tical standards.

Such an office might also enforce statis

There might also be regulations concerning the dis

tribution of information and of the material components of the
information system.

Such regulations would no doubt be concerned with

equity of distribution and distribution priorities related to,,for
example, economic and defense needs.
A second approach might be forothe public to own and operate
parts of the information utility.

Sackman concludes that we must pursue

social, rather than normal commercial, development of the information
utility. ' He argues that no single organization'will possess the
interdisciplinary skills necessary for this development, that the major
public interest at stake dwarfs commercial interests, that community
participation and sanction will be required along the way and that the
universal presence of computer terminals will allow experimentation v '
with community issues (Sackman, 1972, p. 2l).

Public libraries

might be computerized, libraries as we know them abolished and every
hdae given a computer console linked to the library.

(This would be

similar to a community providing every home with a garbage disposal
and closed trash incinerator instead of establishing garbage
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collection,)

Government planning documents and materials which are

computerized would be included in such a library.

The public might

further develop the technology for citizen voting on proposals and
for conducting citizen workshops.

Detailed proposals offering

various mixes of public and private ownership and development need to
be debated and developed.

A change in governmental attitude and the

offering of good incentives may mean that private industry could ■
produce the needed system within a framework of regulations rather
than public ownership.
Another legal concept which might be developed is that of a
right of everyone to representation in planning decisions.

The complex

and erudite nature of computer aided planning seems likely to lead
organized groups with adequate financial resources to recruit experts
to serve as their advocates.

In order to insure that all voices b e .

heard, a planning aid system might be established similar to the
present legal aid system.

This would essentially institutionalize

and greatly expand advocacy planning.

As the use of computers grows,

a greater proportion of the citizenry is likely to be ."underprivileged"
in the sense that they will be ill-equipped to deal with this new
element in the planning process.

Until now advocate planners have

for the most part worked with the poor and the minority groups of our
society.

They have depended on humanistic attitudes, training in

planning concepts and knowledge of and ability to work in the political
system; they have not generally been technologists.

In the future,

groups needing advocates will be larger and will need more technolog- ,
leal expertise and representational skills in relation to technological
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personnel rather than to politicians and bureaucrats.

This greater

need may only be met if the public pays for advocates.

Such advocates

would be useful in all three problem areas: they would be familiar with
■ways and means of physical access; they would understand and communicate
that understanding to their clients; and they would be able to work
for their clients in building creative alternatives.

Educational Fixes
Educational fixes refer to technical education— education as
to computer uses and technology and to sophisticated planning concepts
and model building.

Education has been suggested as a possible long

range solution to the problem of the inability of citizens to partici
pate by Michael (1972),?Kemeny (1972) and others.

Kemeny argues that

no fundamental change is possible until a generation exists that can
understand the powers and limitations of computers.

Educational fixes

are not limited to the ages of current public school students, but to
the extent that the changes are aimed at this age group the fixes will
be long range and substantial impact cannot be expected for two or
three decades.
Within the public schools education for informed citizenship
must include the basic concepts involved in computerized planning.
From the earliest grades acquaintance with the systems way of thought
can begin.

It is not necessary for a child .to ..understand sophisticated

rules of systems analysis in order to begin to use this way of thought
any more than he must understand grammar rules in order to use language
effectively.

Children can be encouraged to imagine and guess at
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consequences of and relationships between actions.
to temper imagination with estimates of reality.

They can learn
By the time public

school education is complete students should know something of how
computers operate, what they can be made to do and what they cannot
do. 'A student should speak enough of the computer technologist's
language to be able to question him and recognize value judgments.
He should understand enough so that physical access will not be
hampered by inability to- recognize technological excuses used as
smoke screen.

It may prove easier to educate studehts to this language

than to -the language and assumptions of today's politicians or mediaj
it does not seem that it should prove substantially more difficult.
By the time a generation thus educated reaches adulthood it may find
that computers have closed the gap from their end as well. •If this is
the case, education for creative participation should be less difficult
than it is today since an individual won't need to know as much about
the technology to make it work for him.
■Higher education must also make some changes and these ceuld
have much more immediate effects for at least a part of the population.
A bachelor's degree should require an elementary understanding of
strengths and weaknesses of computer systems, of the ways in which
computers are being used in designing the future.

Journalists who

will report public management and government should know how to make
computers work.for them in urban analysis.

Public administrators

(including planners) should receive enough training to use and question
computers, to work with and direct professional computer personnel, and
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to translate computer based work for the benefit of those who do
not understand the system.
For the next twenty years or more we 're likely to find an
increasing proportion of the adult population unable to understand
computerized systems and excluded from all but the most basic dis
cussions of planning.
approach.

General community adult education is one

We now have programs for teaching English or citizenship

to foreign language speaking residents.

As far as many citizens are

concerned, computer technologists and model- building planners might
as well be speaking a foreign language.
citizenry— English and Computerese.

Perhaps we need a bi-lingual

A course in Computerese would

include the same concepts and factual material which should be included in public schools.
Participation itself serves an education function.

As some

Model Cities programs have demonstrated, novices become experts in
relatively short periods, not through formal education but through
participation.

Expanding the opportunities for participation might

take the form of what Kamnitzer calls an Urban Laboratory (Kamnitzer, 1972, p. 310) or what Toffler calls Social Future Assemblies (Toffler,
1971, p. 4-78).

These organizational devices have been suggested

primarily as a means of putting people in touch with alternative futures
by bringing together a variety of people in dialogue devoted to the
future.

In the early stages especially they would perform educating
I
'
function^ as participants learned by doing. - Such programs could close
intellectual access gaps and might help clarify goals of participants.

To the extent they dealt with hypothetical problems and solutions
they would only indirectly contribute to expanding opportunities for
creative participation.
General knowledge will not be enough for any citizens wanting
to participate in a.particular planning project.

At a conference on

citizen participation, some citizens, frustrated at complicated
technical reports, suggested training courses for citizens on technical
aspects of planning.

Others who had experienced frustrating complexity

in such courses suggested that planners should learn to work with
citizens and express themselves so they can be understood (National
Association of Regional Councils, 1972, p. l).

Government planners

should take affirmative responsibility in resolving this problem.
Fulfilling this responsibility might take the form of hiring a
"translator" in government planning programs.

A translator would review

any documents produced by a planning department with an eye toward
creating comprehensible documents, toward translating technical material
and toward making computerized processes and the assumptions behind them
clear.

He would also work with citizens to get answers to their

questions, give them background information and see that they were able
(in intellectual access, terms) to use and understand particular
systems.

He would work with the designers, of computerized planning

projects to insure that the designs take full advantage of opportunities
for citizen participation.

And he would work with planners to teach

them the skills of communication with citizens.
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Organizational Fixes
With the growing use of computers in planning, both governmental
planners and citizen participants will need to reconsider their organi
zational status.

In relation to government organization, the potential

changes discussed in this category could be accomplished to a large
degree without legislative action and for this reason are considered
separately from legal fixes.

This separation is not meant to imply

that legislative action would necessarily be undesirable; merely that
a great deal could be accomplished through administrative action alone.
The design of a governmental data processing system might
enhance physical access to the system if such access is declared as
a goal of the system builders.

The system might include a detailed in

dex and method for keeping the index up to date and readily available
to;any requester.

Security systems could be designed with general

access requirements seen as primary and any limitations on access due
to the security measures would only be with well documented justifi
cation.

The administration of the system might include a rough

schedule of. costs of retrieving or producing information, a statement .
of the priorities of users for the system and a clear statement of how
citizens may achieve access.

Permission for access would be as simple

as possible— requiring approval of only one party, preferably the
department responsible for the information, with some system of appeal.
(Here, at the level of appeals, the legal fixes' become necessary.)

To

avoid systems designed solely on the basis of technologists and bureau
crats needs, planning of the computer system might include citizen
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participants.

Such participation would probably include citizens

familiar with the technology though it would not be limited to that
group.

Inclusion of "lay" citizens would not only educate the planners;

it would further the education of the public as well as form the .
beginning of community support for the system.

The introduction, of the

translator previously mentioned would be part of the organizational
change.
The. design of the models to be used in the computer system
could also be undertaken with recognition of the citizen participation
goal.

It has been suggested that large scale models are "not suited"

to citizen participation and new forms of democracy (Lee, 1973, p« 172).
This has probably been too often true.

It would, of course, be possible

to abandon large scale planning models.

Planning could be reorganized

to a smaller scale, to deal with neighborhoods rather than regions.
This may be feasible in some instances.

However it carries a danger:

the possibility of optimizing a whole.system may be negated by opti
mizing sub-systems within the whole.
On the other hand, it would appear that some large scale
models, especially as costs go down, would lend themselves well to
citizen participation by improving both intellectual access and powers
of manipulation of data and creation of alternatives.

Simulation

models used with a system including display units, graphic output and
intelligible machines could provide citizen workshops with nearly
immediate response to alternatives being considered.

Requests for

information could be quickly met and in the course of. a meeting several
maps might be displayed— maps representing possible land use
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configurations given certain policies.

Such a system is technolo

gically possible; it will take governmental and citizen demand
(and ability to pay) to produce the system (whether or not the system
is government developed and owned).
Citizen participants will also need to reconsider organiza
tional structure.

In the present and near future the use of computers

in planning is likely to require organized citizen activity; the indi
vidual citizen will often be unable to accomplish effective partici
pation of any kind.

Computerized planning will have involved a great

many planners in a single project; the resulting plans are likely to
increase in complexity to a point where individual study of a plan
would still be going on long after public-hearings were over and well
into implementation of the plan.

Simply to offer criticism of a pro

posal might be possible for some individuals; to meaningfully suggest
alternatives group action will be required.

And the groups will have

to include experts in computer aided planning.

The groups will need

access to computers and even if governments open computers to citizen
use, a well organized group with expertise will be likely to get faster
and mohe effective service from the government units than would a lone
individual.
In the longer range future however, group action may not be so
vital.

In an era of information utilities and a computer console in

every home, individual participation may once again be viable.

Com

puters would be more readily understood— -both because the machines
would be more intelligible and the citizens more educated to their
ways.

An individual would be able to question and get immediate
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replies; he would be able to experiment in a model with a variety of
proposals of his own creation and then "vote for" or send in the sug
gestion most to his liking.

There will be capabilities in the central

system for matching like proposals and compiling most favored plans.
Should this become the major form of lobbying some of the inequities
between organized and well funded groups and individual participants
may diminish.
There are now some information systems designed for use by
citizen groups.

For example. Hazel Henderson (1974, P» 4-0) mentions

Resource One in California which I'has developed a random access computer
network which links hundreds of citizen action groups who share its
data base on resources available for fighting consumer, environmental
or social equity battles."
least in the short run.

Systems such as this are necessary at

In an optimistic future with open information

utilities and equal access to information such systems would not be
necessary as separate entities.

The possibilities for change, for smoothing the interface
between citizen participation and computerization of planning, do exist.
The interests of the actors in the planning process as they relate
to the problem areas and the fixes are considered in the next chapter.

CHAPTER IV

INTERESTS OF ACTORS

The likelihood of any of these fixes actually occuring will
be determined in large part by the confrontation among various groups
of people' with direct and indirect interests in the proposed changes.
For the purposes of this discussion these interests are divided into
three groups: I— Citizens, II— Decision Makers and III— Technologists.
Once again the categories are useful analytical tools and analogy to
the real world should not be carried too far.

The groups do not

exist today as organized- forces— the issues raised here are not yet
widely enough recognized to create organized issue groups.

None:of the

groups will be uniform in its support of a single plan and no one '
individual will fit the description of any group position, but these
groups do represent- interests which will have to be balanced.

Group I— Citizens
The first group includes citizen activists, many journalists,
some planners, some lobbying groups (especially those with other •
than primarily economic interests and those currently with relatively
little power) and many of those citizens now frustrated by complexity
and lack of power and thus not actively participating.

In general this

group is committed to a goal of citizen participation in government
planning, participation not just for themselves but for everyone in
society.

As a group they will favor much greater physical and - -'
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intellectual access than currently exists and to varying degrees will
favor more opportunities for creative participation.
The majority of this group will welcome any improvements in
user-oriented machines and will be the primary voice favoring infor
mation utilities designed especially for participation, feedback,
education and experimentation.

They will call for revisions of

freedom of information laws at all levels of government in order to
open the planning process to scrutiny; they will favor a general
prohibition of the use of protected computer programs by government;
they will, with a good deal of internal differences regarding details,
favor public regulation and ownership of computer services.

Educational

fixes of all kinds will be encouraged by this group, including the
affirmative obligation of planners to educate others through translators
and by making themselves understood.. Group I will favor the organiza
tional fixes noted in relation to government. There may be resistance
> v 0'
to the imperative of citizen organization as many in this group will
want to believe that the individual citizen’s voice should be effective.
They will, however, organize for effectiveness and push for changes
which may, in the longer run, make the individual a more viable
participant.
There may be a minority sub-group in Group I— citizens against
computer aided planning.

They will argue that computers and partici

pation don’t mix and that what planning needs in any case is more
humanity and more awareness of what people want, not more machinery
and more ways to manipulate date.

This sub-group will favor greater

access to. planning material and more opportunity for effective

participation but they will not consider technology to provide one
approach to solving the current and future problems.

To the extent

that members of this subgroup are willing to consider computer
related problems of participation, they will be likely to agree
with the main body of Group I.

Their principal argument, however,

is likely to be that the use of computers in any but simple bookkeeping
chores should be severely curtailed.

Group II— Decision Makers
This group will be characterized by a general lack of tech
nological expertise.

It will include many government employees, many

elected and appointed officials, lobbying groups which now have
power on the basis of their economic influence and a good many planners
who have little computer related or model building training and who
are not totally committed to broad based citizen participation.
This group will already be faced with internal changes in power and
influence brought about by the introduction of computers and computer
technologists.
these problems.)

(See Downs, 1967, and Harris, 1967, for discussion of
They will fear further loss of power and actively

seek increases in power.

They will also argue that governments

are, after all, set up to represent the people and that the people
themselves should not form an alternate and competing government.
Generally Group II members will favor changes which will .allow them
greater participation in the new system but will not favor changes
which would lead to creative participation by all.
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In more specific terms. Group II -will be likely to favor
increasingly intelligible machinesj information utilities, however,
will be interpreted as a threat t o .their own power.

Members of Group

II will not welcome legal fixes that -will require them to conduct
their business with citizens peering over their shoulders.

They

will prefer freedom of information laws which leave most decisions to
the discretion of the administrator.

They may .argue that governments

should be allowed to use protected programs if the protection rights
belong to the government.

Some members of this group may see public

regulation and some public ownership of information services as a
means for increasing their own powerj others in this group will find
free enterprise and laissez faire arguments will require that govern
ment steer clear of the information industry.

The group will not be

likely to want to open its exercise of power to scrutiny by an institu
tionalized planning aid system.

With an understanding that future

generations (their successors but not their competitors for power)
will need to understand computers better than they themselves do,
Group II members will favor including systems thinking and computer
familiarity in the public schools.

Some Group II members may seek

out courses for themselves but they are not apt to be anxious for
widespread adult education.

Th;ey will already be faced with some

change, making them initially resistant to more;

The organizational

changes suggested above would for the most part be seen as incursions
on their power and insults to their capability.

The group may favor

more comprehensible models for the same reason they would favor
translators.

As a group they will not encourage citizen organization
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since this would be yet another pressure on them.

At the same time

they are' not likely to encourage participation oriented information
utilities since this would make their responsiveness much more open
to scrutiny.

Group III-— Technologists
Group III includes the computer industry,.consultants, pro
grammers, model building planners and those planners who generally
have faith that more facts will solve our problems.

In many cases

this group will not have explicit positions on questions of access
or creative participation.

The members of this group are not

especially interested in the sociology of their own industry nor
are they usually anxious to work with others unskilled in the pro
fession.

Their professional personalities tend to set them, and

keep them, apart (Conference Board, Inc., 1972, p. 22). ' Their interests
tend to be in expanding the development and use of computer technology
and in making a profit (or at least earning a living) in this expansion.
To this extent Group III will follow where it is led rather than
providing what could be very useful leadership.

As computerization

of planning expands, the power of this group may grow and its members
recognize and become enamoured of their power.

This will, with some

individual exceptions, lead to a desire to conserve power and in
some cases to a desire to seek more power.
With regard to technological fixes this group will respond to
demand, producing what it can profitably sell.

It will probably be

against a prohibition on the use of protected programs by government

arid resist government regulation or ownership of either hardware or
software production.

Those of this group who are government planners

and interested in their own power will resist new public information
laws just as the bureaucrats would.

While some members of this

group would be planning aids should such a system be established,
there's no reason to expect unanimity of opinion here any more than
it would be expected of all lawyers on the question
programs.

of legal aid

Group III will probably think of its professional body

of knowledge as important to the world and thus worthy of being taught
to school children.

Further the industry will want trained individuals

and will encourage public education for them.

The group has shown

little proclivity toward education for adults to their language.

Some

members may welcome translators— many technologists would be relieved
not to have to deal with the uninitiated, to be able to concentrate
on the work for which they were, in their view, trained.

Some members

of the group may view translators as a threat though probably, since
the translators will be technical professionals, a rather mild threat.
Finally with regard to organizational fixes, the technologists will
generally not want to lose power but often will not be direct partici
pants in the discussions of organizational change.

They would have

difficulty working with citizens but are trained in goal oriented
activity and if convinced of the value.:of citizen participation would
be invaluable in achieving the goal through technology.

They will

welcome larger and more complex models as new challenges to ..their
professional skill!
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Confrontation and Convergence
What is the outlook for enhancing creative citizen partici
pation in computer aided planning?

The table on the following page

summarizes the interest positions and fixes as they relate to
problem areas.

There are some convergent interests which appear.

Groups I and II both have an interest in developing user-oriented
machines and Group III will be able to profit from meeting this
demand.

There would seem to be agreement (at least potential agreement

once the issue is recognized) that public school education should
familiarize students with computer and planning technology.

Estab

lishing translators in government planning offices would appear to
benefit both Groups I and II and be largely agreeable to Group III.
There is a potential coalition between Groups I and II on the subject
of public regulation of some kind and perhaps public ownership of some
parts, of the system.
Activation of these convergent interests could move us in the
direction of more effective participation.

Public school education,

perhaps the strongest fix of all in the long run, is not likely to
yield real benefits for twenty years or more.

User-oriented machines

and translators would improve the outlook for intellectual access and
to some extent for more creative participation though the coalition
will begin to fail on the latter point.

The coalition in favor of

public regulation, if accomplished, would be fragile and could result
in backwards movement if, as has so often happened, the regulating
agency becomes a voice for the industry to be regulated rather than

■TABLE I
SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE FIXES AS SEEN BY ACTORS IN PLANNING
i

I. Citizens

Anti-technology
sub-group

II. Decision
Makers

III. Technologists

Physical Access
Intellectual Access
; Creative Participation
favor more intelligible
favor more intelligible
favor info, utilities,
machines, info, utilities, machines, info, utilities, planning aid advocacy,
planning aid advocacy,
revision of public info,
education at all levels,
laws, prohibition of gov't, education at all levels;
translators, citizen info,
use of protected programs, will use group action '
systems
translators, all efforts
to open gov't.; may resist
citizen organization
resist use of computers & may resist tech. education
models but favor changes . on principle but will
to open government
favor advocacy aid and
translators ■
favor more intelligible
favor more intelligible
machines, possibly trans machines, translators for
lators; resist info, util themselves, public school
education; resist info,
ity, revision of public
info, law, efforts to open utility, planning aid
gov't., citizen organiza advocacy, adult education
and citizen organization
tion, ban on protected
programs
will produce to meet the
will produce to meet the
demand; no unanimity of
demand and encourage
innovation; mixed on pro opinion on planning aid
gram protection; agreeable system; favor public
school education; agree
to translators; will not
push for change and may
able to translators; will
regard participation as a
resist it
nuisance or a threat in
many cases

resist use of computers,
deal with other forms &
content of planning
participation
resist anything that could
be seen as expanding citi
zen participation or
giving citizens more power;
i.e., info, utilities,
planning aid advocates,
translators for public,
citizen info, systems
will produce to meet the
demand; no unanimity on
planning aid advocacy;
favor education at all
levels though not neces
sarily with goal of citi
zen participation; citizen
info, systems are source
of income for them
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for the public interest.

At the least these fixes might, however,

keep us from falling too far behind in citizen participation efforts .
as we go forward in other aspects of computer aided planning.

These

convergent interests will not be activated, however, until the
issues are recognized and some solutions sought.
.Other important fixes are very much subject to divergent
interests.

While Group I will want, and Group III will be technically

able to produce, economically feasible information utilities, Group
II (with the effective purchasing power) will be slow, at best, to
respond.

Public information laws have been improved in recent years .

and Group I may garner enough support to see them further improved.
They are likely to have more difficulty getting a prohibition on the
use of protected programs by government since they are more likely to
have organized opposition on this point.

To the extent that Group I

can and will pay for its own education, courses will develop at
community colleges and universities to meet the demand.

Group II will

not however regard it as. a public duty to provide the courses.

Estab

lishing planning aid programs will be more politically difficult than
establishing legal aid programs because planning is more directly
politically threatening and because no right (or even heed) to planning
representation is generally recognized.

Governmental organizational

change will be achieved only in so far as the public simply will stand
for nothing else.

The outlook in these areas of divergent interests

is, then, unclear but tends to be discouraging.

CHAPTER V

AN OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK

In the absence of positive action the introduction of computers
into planning could result in a reduction of the current minimal
level of citizen participation.

The technology won’t disappear; it

will rather, be used to an ever- greater degree.

If participation

in planning becomes too difficult people may simply select it out of
their otherwise overloaded systems and choose to spend their time in
other ways.

One of the things that keeps government as responsive as

it is, is the knowledge that if things get bad enough, citizens will
choose to and be able to participate meaningfully.

We, could, by

simply going down a technological straight line, arrive at a situation
where only a few will be able to participate in any either creative
or peaceful way.

For the many unable to enter the computer aided

planning world but wanting to be heard, the only participation route
left would be obstructive, destructive and perhaps violent.

In this

light, the coming of highly technical planning creates one more
argument for the citizen participation movement and a renewal of
active participation by many.
Some of the fixes described will do little beyond helping to
maintain the current minimal participation.

A great many of them

could be instituted in form only without significantly enhancing
opportunities for creative participation.

In order to move toward a

redistribution of power and more creative participation we must
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undergo a profound attitudinal change— a general attitudinal fix is.
required.

This change in attitude must first of all recognize the

uneasy interface as well as the potential- for planned- change to solve
the problems.

There is a need for more detailed analysis of specifics,

for verification or dismissal of the hypotheses suggested in this
discussion.

The possible fixes explored here need further specifi

cation and wide and divergent ideas should be explored.

They must

then be examined in light of other aspects of the new information
technology.

In short, the sociology of computers needs far more

attention than it has received.
The attitude change must, secondly, embody a basic, widespread
belief in creative citizen•participation.

Some of the fixes (particu

larly participatory information utilities and meaningful planning
aid programs) will not be instituted at all until there is a commitment'
of the entire society to the goal of citizen direction of the future.
Such a change in attitude will be difficult to achieve for its implica
tions run deep.
scrutiny.

It implies open government under constant public

It requires acceptance by the public, decision makers and

technologists of an experimental ethos in public planning, an ethos
which recognizes that concrete answers are not always known for our
problems, that there will be failures, that facts alone will not solve
all our problems, and that decisions are always open to modification
based on continuing feedback.

A commitment to creative participation

will require the patience to await long term results when short term
results are discouraging and a reduction -in absolutist rhetoric.
Such a commitment implies that this goal would be balanced against

other goals in making final decisions just as today economic goals or
standards are balanced against.other goals in planning.

It may, for

example, require that a model which cannot be made responsive to
citizen participation be sacrificed.
The likelihood of such an attitudinal fix actually coming
about will be debated at length; an individual's opinion will depend
on whether these attitudes are seen as part of immutable human nature
or subject to change.

If the -change cannot be accomplished, we may

despair of creative participation.
an attitude.

But there seems no use in such

If there is even a remote chance of bringing about such

change, this is the time to move toward it.
In moving toward this, attitudinal fix the best hope lies in
the already growing movement for greater participation.

Citizens have

the greatest interest in achieving the end and certainly no one else
is likely to.make the initial moves.

The movement must not. be crushed

by a growing inability to contribute or sense of incompetence.

As a

starting point citizen action could begin with the fixes which are of
convergent interests.

In pushing for such changes, citizens will

have chosen the path of least resistance and the drive to achieve these
objectives will serve an educative function, increasing the awareness
of others of the need for further change.
The fixes vary in costs and in the amount of time which they
will take to implement.

Information utilities,, for example, will be.

very costly and their development will take a good many years.

In

contrast, revision of freedom of information laws and implementation
of the revisions could be done for relatively low cost and could, with
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enough public pressure, be accomplished, in a couple of legislative
sessions*

The time and cost factors should, be taken into consideration

in establishing an action program but in establishing priorities their
importance needs to be balanced against factors such as acceptability
to other groups and relative impact on the entire problem situation*
An optimistic outlook must be based on a citizenry educated
to and believing in its own potential.

Such a citizenry will elect

representatives who believe in that potential; the representatives
will create an open decision making structure.

To the extent that

members of Group III become aware of social responsibility for their
technology they may be drawn into Group I.

A coalition for change

will then be formed which will allow the new technology to be used
to create new potentials for democracy.
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